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Brief Bio
Professor Saifur Rahman is the founding director of the Advanced Research Institute at Virginia Tech,
USA where he is the Joseph R. Loring professor of electrical and computer engineering. He also directs
the Center for Energy and the Global Environment. He is the IEEE President elect 2022, a Life Fellow of
the IEEE and an IEEE Millennium Medal winner. He is the founding editor-in-chief of the IEEE
Electrification Magazine and the IEEE Transactions on Sustainable Energy. He is the founder of BEM
Controls, LLC, a Virginia (USA)-based software company providing building energy management
solutions. He has served as the chair of the US National Science Foundation Advisory Committee for
International Science and Engineering. He has published over 150 journal papers and has made over six
hundred conferences and invited presentations. In 2006 he served on the IEEE Board of Directors as the
vice president for publications. He is a distinguished lecturer for the IEEE Power &amp; Energy Society
and has lectured on renewable energy, energy efficiency, smart grid, energy internet, blockchain, IoT
sensor integration, etc. in over 30 countries. He has a PhD in electrical engineering from Virginia Tech.

Talk Title
Energy Efficiency in Smart Buildings through IoT Sensor Integration

Abstract
Internet of Things (IoT) deployments offer a much higher value proposition if these can function in the
context of smart buildings. Such advanced information and communication technology (ICT) applications
in commercial buildings, schools, libraries, shopping centers, etc. offer low cost but highly effective

monitoring and control opportunities. Sensors deployed in key locations can monitor the building
environment in real-time, collect information for intelligent decision making, and facilitate various
services. An IoT sensor platform has been developed that provides a unified communication platform
which can integrate information from disparate sources and provide one control hierarchy. It is a
powerful, low-cost, open-architecture software platform that can monitor and control major electrical
loads (e.g., HVAC, lighting and plug loads), as well as solar PV systems, energy storage units and other
IoT sensors in commercial buildings. The platform can provide new or legacy buildings with a building
automation system (BAS) or connect with existing BAS systems in large and small commercial buildings.
This platform leverages machine learning algorithms to draw insights from a deployed building’s
historical operating data and occupant preferences to save energy (kWh) while increasing occupant
comfort. This also allows buildings to reduce peak demand (kW) through direct communication with
utilities using demand response protocols such as openADR.
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Short Bio:
K V S Hari is a Professor in the Department of ECE, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore. He
holds a PhD from U C San Diego and has been a visiting faculty at Stanford University and
Affiliate Professor at KTH- Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm. His research interests are
in Signal Processing with applications to 5G wireless communications, radar systems,
autonomous vehicles, neuroscience, and affordable MRI systems. He is a co-author of an IEEE
standard on wireless channel models. He was an Editor of EURASIP's Signal Processing and is
currently the Editor-in-Chief (Electrical Sciences) of Sadhana, the journal of the Indian Academy
of Sciences published by Springer. He is a Fellow of the Indian National Academy of
Engineering and a Fellow of IEEE and also on the Board of Governors, IEEE Signal Processing
Society, as Vice President-Membership (2020-22).

Talk Title
Design of k-space trajectories to reduce scan time in MRI systems

Abstract
In this talk we will provide an introduction to Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) systems and
introduce the problem of designing k-space trajectories to reduce the scan time. A brief
overview of the constraints in MRI systems and the existing methods using deterministic and
stochastic trajectories will be presented. A novel generalized framework to reduce scan time will
be presented along with simulation results.
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Short Bio
Vincenzo Piuri has received his Ph.D. in computer engineering at Polytechnic of Milan, Italy (1989). He
is Full Professor in computer engineering at the University of Milan, Italy (since 2000). He has been
Associate Professor at Polytechnic of Milan, Italy and Visiting Professor at the University of Texas at
Austin, USA, and visiting researcher at George Mason University, USA.
His main research interests are: artificial intelligence, computational intelligence, intelligent systems,
machine learning, pattern analysis and recognition, signal and image processing, biometrics, intelligent
measurement systems, industrial applications, digital processing architectures, fault tolerance, cloud
computing infrastructures, and internet-of-things. Original results have been published in 400+ papers in
international journals, proceedings of international conferences, books, and book chapters.
He is Fellow of the IEEE, Distinguished Scientist of ACM, and Senior Member of INNS. He is President
of the IEEE Systems Council (2020-21) and IEEE Region 8 Director-elect (2021-22), and has been IEEE
Vice President for Technical Activities (2015), IEEE Director, President of the IEEE Computational
Intelligence Society, Vice President for Education of the IEEE Biometrics Council, Vice President for
Publications of the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society and the IEEE Systems Council, and
Vice President for Membership of the IEEE Computational Intelligence Society.
He has been Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE Systems Journal (2013-19). He is Associate Editor of the IEEE
Transactions on Cloud Computing and has been Associate Editor of the IEEE Transactions on Computers,
the IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks, the IEEE Transactions on Instrumentation and Measurement,
and IEEE Access.

He received the IEEE Instrumentation and Measurement Society Technical Award (2002) and the IEEE
TAB Hall of Honor (2019). He is Honorary Professor at: Obuda University, Hungary; Guangdong
University of Petrochemical Technology, China; Northeastern University, China; Muroran Institute of
Technology, Japan; Amity University, India; and Galgotias University, India.

Talk Title:
Artificial Intelligence for Biometric Technologies and Systems

Abstract:
Biometrics concerns the study of automated methods for identifying an individual by measuring one or
more physical or behavioral features of him. Certain physical human features or behaviors are
characteristics that are specific and can be uniquely associated to one person. Retinas, iris, DNA,
fingerprint, palm print, or pattern of finger lengths are typical physical features that are specific to
individuals. Also the voice print, gait, or handwriting can be used to this purpose.
Nowadays biometrics is rapidly evolving. This science is getting more and more accurate in identifying
persons and behaviors. Consequently, these technologies become more and more attractive and effective
in critical applications, such as to create safe personal IDs, to control the access to personal information or
physical areas, to recognize terrorists or criminals, to study the movements of people, and to monitor the
human behavior. The use of biometrics in the real life often requires very complex signal and image
processing and scene analysis, for example encompassing biometric feature extraction and identification,
individual tracking, face tracking, eye tracking, liveness/anti-spoofing tests, and facial expression
recognition.
Artificial intelligence techniques (including neural networks, fuzzy logic, evolutionary computing, and
multi-agent systems) have been proved to be useful and effective in addressing this kind of data
processing, especially when it is difficult to identify an algorithm while sufficiently descriptive examples
are available, or when fuzzy descriptions are more natural to capture the essence of the problem, or when
complex non-linear optimization is needed, or when multiple agents cooperate in solving the application
problem.
This talk will review the domain of biometrics, its applications in various domains and the relevance of
artificial intelligence, in particular neural networks and deep learning) to effectively solve various
problems in these applications.
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Short Bio
Prof. Venkat N. Krovi (FASME, SM IEEE) is currently the Michelin Endowed SmartState Chair
Professor of Vehicle Automation at Clemson University – International Center for Automotive Research.
His research focuses on intelligent modulation of distributed physical- power-interactions
(motions/forces) between humans with connected and autonomous systems to unlock the “power of the
many”. Research activities focus on the life-cycle treatment (design, modeling, analysis, control,
implementation and verification) of a new generation of systems for realizing Connected-Autonomy
synergy with applications in vehicle automation, plant-automation, and defense arenas. He currently
serves as the Editor-in-Chief of the ASME Journal of Mechanisms and Robotics and was the Founding
EiC of the SAE Journal of Connected and Automated Vehicles. He has also taken significant leadership
roles within multiple professional societies (ASME, IEEE) and currently serves on the Executive
Committee of the IEEE Robotics and Automation Society. Further details are available from
http://cecas.clemson.edu/armlab-cuicar.

Talk Title
Connected Autonomy – The NextGen Robotics Systems Roadmap
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Short Bio
Prof. Adam Waldemar Skorek, M’87, SM’90, F’09 completed Bachelor and Master of Electrical
Engineering Program at Białystok University of Technology (Poland) receiving both Master and
Engineer degrees in 1980. Participant of the Electrical Engineering Faculty Doctoral Studies, he received
a Doctor of Technical Sciences degree in Electrical Engineering at Warsaw University of Technology
(Poland) in 1983. From 1983 to 1987 he was a Visiting Lecturer at the Institute of Telecommunications in
Oran (Algeria). In 1987, he joined the University of Quebec at Trois-Rivières (UQTR), where currently,
he is a Full Professor and Director of the Research Group on Industrial Electronics. He founded the
UQTR’s Electro-Thermal Management Laboratory which succeeded both the NanoHeat Laboratory and
the UQTR’s Industrial ElectroHeat Laboratory founded and directed by himself since 1989. He is
conducting electrical
engineering courses for Bachelor, Master and Ph.D. students. His research works was granted by
NSERC, CFI, FRQNT, MITACS and Industry. He was made contributions to the numerical analysis of
electro-thermal phenomena exploring and applying various techniques to electrical apparatus and
electronic devices. He published and co-published over 140 papers including works on High Performance
Computing applications in electro-thermal analysis. A number of those publications are available at IEEE
Xplore. He was a Chair of Canadian Heads and Chairs of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Departments. Volunteering for more than 34 years in IEEE, he currently serves as the IEEE Fellow
Committee Member and the IEEE Richard Harold Kaufmann Award Chair. The IEEE Fellow, as well
Fellow of the Engineering Institute of Canada - he is the recipient of the IEEE RAB/MGA Leadership
Award, the IEEE Canada W.S. Read Outstanding Services Award, and 2021 IEEE Industry Application
Society Distinguished Services Award.

Talk Title
High Performance Quantum Computing in Nanoelectronics

Abstract
The computation demand in modeling and simulation of electron devices is still growing and it is
particularly high in nanoelectronics where nanoscale electro-thermal analysis can be used as an example.
Hopefully, the High Performance Computing (HPC) and High Performance Quantum Computing
(HPQC) infrastructures become more easily accessible and offer researchers some new opportunities
based on the open and shared resources including not only computing facilities with quantum units but
also knowledge with currently observed openings in the field of intellectual property issues. An overview
of the current trends and initiatives from a worldwide perspective is illustrated by the lecturer’s
explorations of the HPC opportunities in nanoelectronics. Some practical examples and instructions for
potential users are presented, inspiring the audience to exploratory tests of largely available modern tools.
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Short Bio
M. Nasir Uddin received the B.Sc. and M. Sc. degrees both in electrical & electronic engineering from
Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology (BUET), Dhaka, Bangladesh, and the Ph.D.
degree in electrical engineering from Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN), Canada in 1993,
1996, and 2000, respectively.
He has been serving as a Professor in the Department of Electrical Engineering, Lakehead University
(LU), Thunder Bay, ON, Canada since August 2001. He also served as a visiting Prof. at Univ. of Malaya
(2013, 2012, 2011), UNITEN (2018-2019), Malaysia, Tokyo University of Science (2010), Japan and
North South University (2006), Dhaka, Bangladesh. Previously, he was an Assistant Professor in the
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of South Alabama, USA from January
2001 to May 2001, an Assistant Professor from 1996 to 1997 and a lecturer from 1994 to 1996 at BUET.
He possesses more than 25 years of teaching experience and has authored/coauthored 235 papers in
international journals (54 in IEEE Transactions and 20 in other refereed journals) and conferences.
Dr. Uddin is a registered professional engineer in the province of Ontario, Canada. Currently, he is
serving as an Associate Editor for IEEE Transactions on industry Applications. During 2016-2017 he
served as an Executive Board Member of IEEE Industry Applications Society (IAS) and Chair of
IEEE-IAS-Manufacturing Systems Development and Applications Department. Earlier, he also served as
one of the Technical Program Committee Chairs for IEEE Energy Conversion Congress and Expo
(ECCE) 2015 at Montreal, Canada. He was the Technical Program Committee Chair for the IEEE-IAS
[Industrial Automation and Control Committee (IACC)] Annual Meetings in 2011 (Orlando) and 2012

(Las Vegas). He served as Transactions Papers Review Chair for four years (2009–2010 and 2013–2014)
of the IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications (IACC). Earlier he served IEEE IAS IACC
for 9 years in different capacities (secretary-elected, vice-chair, chair and past-chair). Due to his
outstanding contributions IEEE-IAS IACC recognized him with IEEE IAS Service Award 2015. He also
received LU Distinguished Researcher Award 2010. He was the recipient of four Prize Paper Awards
from IEEE IAS IACC and both 2004 Contributions to Research and Contributions to Teaching Awards
from LU. His research interests include renewable energy, motor drives, power system and intelligent
controller applications.

Talk Title
Recent Advances in Wind Energy Conversion Systems

Abstract
Over the last few decades wind energy has emerged as one of the fastest growing mainstream power
technologies due to its low cost and environmentally friendly nature compared to conventional fossil fuel
based power generation. Considering available options of state-of-the-art generator technologies in wind
energy conversion system (WECS), doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) has become popular because
of its economic operation, ability to regulate in sub-synchronous or super-synchronous speed and
decoupled control of active and reactive power. Harnessing regulated power supply from unpredictable
wind blow, extraction of maximum power from intermittent generation and supervision on nonlinear
system dynamics of DFIG-WECS are some of the critically challenging issues for wind energy system.
Maximization of the power yielded from wind turbine is possible by optimizing tip-speed ratio, turbine
rotor speed or torque and blade angle. Traditionally, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control
algorithm is based on the Hill Climb Search (HCS) method due to its simple implementation and turbine
parameter-independent scheme. Since the conventional HCS algorithm has few drawbacks such as power
fluctuation and speed-efficiency trade-off, a new adaptive step size based HCS controller is developed in
this work to mitigate its deficiencies by incorporating wind speed measurement in the controller. Again,
conventional feedback linearization controllers are sensitive to system parameter variations and
disturbances on grid-connected WECS, which demands advanced control techniques for stable and
efficient performance considering the nonlinear system dynamics. An adaptive backstepping based
nonlinear control (ABNC) scheme with iron-loss minimization algorithm for DFIG is also developed in
this work to obtain both improved dynamic performance and reduced power loss.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control schemes, simulation models are
designed using Matlab/Simulink. The proposed MPPT control, nonlinear control for grid-connected
mode of DFIG-WECS has been successfully implemented in real-time environment using DSP controller
board DS1104 for a laboratory 350 W DFIG. In the laboratory environment a 4-quadrant dynamometer is
used to emulate the wind turbine to provide variable wind speed to the generator. The performance of the
proposed ABNC is also compared with the benchmark tuned proportional-integral (PI) controller under
different operating conditions such variable wind speed, grid voltage disturbance and parameter
uncertainties and it exhibits excellent grip over the rotor side and grid side converter control.
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Short Bio
Kalyan Sen, PhD, PE, MBA, IEEE Fellow is the President & Chief Technology Officer of Sen
Engineering Solutions in Pittsburgh, USA. He is a Fulbright Scholar from the U.S. and GIAN Scholar
from India. He has been serving as an IEEE Power & Energy Society Distinguished Lecturer since 2002.
In that capacity, he has given presentations on power flow control technology more than 150 times in 15
countries. The title of his presentation is “Power Flow Control Solutions for a Modern Grid using
SMART Power Flow Controllers”, which is also the title of his second book that will be released this
month.

Talk Title
Power Flow Control Solutions for a Modern Grid using SMART Power Flow Controllers

Abstract
The future transmission and distribution system of electricity is on the way to be dramatically different
from what it is today. Today’s bulk power system (BPS), referred to as grid, that encompasses mainly
electro-mechanical devices is continuously integrating inverter-based resources (IBRs) to convert
non-carbon-based renewable energy sources into electricity. The primary driving factor for integrating
more renewable energy sources into the grid stems from the desire to reduce the use of carbon-based
generation, which will lower greenhouse gas emissions. However, a typical characteristic of renewable
energy, i.e. solar photovoltaic and offshore or land-based wind, is intermittent in nature. The
intermittency stems from clouds passing over a solar farm or the wind changing speed at the wind farm,

which results in an unsteady power flow to the load centers. To avoid the resulting brown-outs and/or
black-outs from this intermittency, the power flow in a transmission line needs to be controlled by using a
SMART Power Flow Controller (SPFC) that is based on functional requirements and the most
cost-effective solution. This technology can be customized, based on the required range and speed of
operation, component non-obsolescence, ease of relocation, and interoperability.
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Prof. Mohammad S. Alam received his BS and MS degrees in electrical and electronic engineering from
the Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology (BUET) in 1983 and 1985, his MS degree in
computer engineering from the Wayne State University in 1989, and his Ph.D. degree in electrical
engineering from the University of Dayton in 1992. Currently, he serves as a Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science and as the Special Assistant to the Vice President for Research and
Graduate Studies at Texas A&M University - Kingsville (TAMUK). He served as the Dean of the Frank
H. Dotterweich College of Engineering at TAMUK during August 2016 to January
2021. Prior to joining TAMUK, he served as the Chair of the Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering at the University of South Alabama during 2001-2015, and as the first Warren H. Nicholson
Endowed Chair Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering in 2016. He served on the faculty of
BUET, Purdue University - Fort Wayne, and the University of Alabama. He also served as a Graduate
Faculty member of Purdue University and Indiana University.
His research interests include image processing, pattern recognition, renewable energy, smart energy
management and control, and ultrafast computing. He authored or co-authored 200+ refereed journal
papers, 335+ conference publications, and 17 book chapters. He edited a reference book of selected
papers on JTC (SPIE Press) and many conference proceedings. Over 7,700 citations of his work have
been reported in the Google Scholar (h-index: 41, i10-index: 148) and 25,800+ reads in ResearchGate. He
received numerous excellence in research/teaching/service awards including the 1997 Faculty Colloquium
on Excellence in Teaching Award from the Indiana University, 2003 Scholar of the Year Award from Phi
Kappa Phi Honor Society, 2005 Outstanding Scholar of the Year Award from the USA Alumni
Association, 1998 Outstanding Engineer Award from Region 4 of IEEE, 2013 Outstanding Engineer
Award from Region 3 of IEEE, and 2016 Joseph M. Biedenbach Outstanding Engineering Educator
Award from Region 3 of IEEE. He was also recognized as one of the 50 faculty who made outstanding
and lasting research and scholarship contributions in the 50-year history of the University of South
Alabama.
Prof. Alam served/serves as the PI or Co-PI of many research projects totaling over $17M, funded by

NSF, NASA, FAA, DoE, ARO, AFOSR, AFRL, SMDC, Wright-Patt AFB, Alabama Department of
Commerce, British Petroleum, nfina Technologies, Radiance Tech, and ITT industry. He presented over
125 keynote addresses, invited papers, seminars and tutorials at international conferences and research
institutions in the US and abroad. He has organized and chaired many international conferences and
served as a Guest Editor for several professional journals. He supervised the research work of 55+
Masters/Ph.D. students, 17 post-doctoral students, and 7 visiting scholars. Prof. Alam serves as an ABET
evaluator for domestic and international institutions.
Prof. Alam is an elected Fellow of ten professional societies: Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE), Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET), Optical Society of America (OSA),
SPIE - the International Society for Optical Engineering, Institute of Physics (IoP), Society for Imaging
Science & Technology (IS&T), International Association for Pattern Recognition (IAPR), American
Association for Advancement of Science (AAAS), Bangladesh Computer Society (BCS), and the
Institution of Engineers Bangladesh (IEB). He serves as an OSA Fellows Travelling Lecturer. He served
as the Chairman of the Fort Wayne Section of IEEE during 1995-1996 and as the President of the Mobile
Section of IEEE during 2012-2016. He also served as the President of the Southeastern ECE Department
Heads Association (SECEDHA) during 2005 - 2006.

Talk Title
Multiclass Object Detection in Hyperspectral Imagery

Abstract
In this keynote, we will cover the recent trends in multiclass object detection in hyperspectral imagery
using class-associative spectral fringe-adjusted joint transform correlator. Test results with real life
hyperspectral imagery will be presented.
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Short Bio
Gaurav Sharma is a professor in the Departments of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Computer
Science, and Biostatistics and Computational Biology, and a Distinguished Researcher in Center of
Excellence in Data Science (CoE) at the Goergen Institute for Data Science at the University of
Rochester. He received the PhD degree in Electrical and Computer engineering from North Carolina
State University, Raleigh in 1996. From 1993 through 2003, he was with the Xerox Innovation group in
Webster, NY, most recently in the position of Principal Scientist and Project Leader. His research interests
include data analytics, cyber physical systems, signal and image processing, computer vision, and media
security; areas in which he has 54 patents and has authored over 220 journal and conference publications.
He served as the Editor-in-Chief for the IEEE Transactions on Image Processing from 2018 through
2020, and for the Journal of Electronic Imaging from 2011 through 2015. He is a member of the IEEE
Publications, Products, and Services Board (PSPB) and chaired the IEEE Conference Publications
Committee in 2017-18. He is the editor of the Digital Color Imaging Handbook published by CRC press
in 2003. Dr. Sharma is a fellow of the IEEE, a fellow of SPIE, a fellow of the Society for Imaging
Science and Technology (IS&amp;T) and has been elected to Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, and Pi Mu
Epsilon. In recognition of his research contributions, he received an IEEE Region I technical innovation
award in 2008 and the IS&amp;T Bowman award in 2021. Dr. Sharma is a 2020-2021 Distinguished
Lecturer for the IEEE Signal Processing Society.

Talk Title
Wearable Sensor Signal Processing and Data Analytics for Health Applications

Abstract

Advances in nano-fabrication and MEMS devices have led to radical improvements in sensing
technologies in recent years. These improvements are most visible to all of us in our SmartPhones that
already feature a panoply of miniaturized sensors. Many of the same sensors are also positively impacting
several other application domains. In this talk, we highlight how smart light-weight body worn sensors are
set to revolutionize healthcare and the practice of medicine by providing technologies for assessing
biomarkers for physiological and physical attributes related to disease condition, treatment effectiveness,
and longitudinal progression. In contrast with the subjective, sporadic in-clinic assessments that are in
common use today, body-worn sensors can provide objective and repeatable measurements and based on
extended periods of continuous monitoring. We present examples from our recent and ongoing research
that features light-weight, low-power sensors that can be affixed to the body like adhesive temporary
tattoos, in a diverse set of health monitoring applications including quantification of movement disorders
for Parkinson’s and Huntington’s diseases, stroke rehabilitation, and cardiac monitoring. We present
examples of signal processing and data analytics for these applications that effectively exploit the sensor
measurements. Finally, we highlight ongoing and emerging directions for research and development.
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Short Bio
Athina P. Petropulu is Distinguished Professor at the Electrical and Computer Engineering (ECE)
Department at Rutgers, having served as chair of the department during 2010-2016. Prior to
joining Rutgers she was a Professor of ECE at Drexel University (1992-2010). She held Visiting
Scholar appointments at SUPELEC, Universite’ Paris Sud, Princeton University and University
of Southern California. Dr. Petropulu's research interests span the area of statistical signal
processing, wireless communications, signal processing in networking, physical layer security,
and radar signal processing. Her research has been funded by various government industry
sponsors including the National Science Foundation (NSF), the Office of Naval research, the US
Army, the National Institute of Health, the Whitaker Foundation, Lockheed Martin and
Raytheon.

Dr. Petropulu is Fellow of IEEE and the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS),
and recipient of the 1995 Presidential Faculty Fellow Award given by NSF and the White House. She is
2022 President of the IEEE Signal Processing Society (SPS) and 2020 President-Elect of IEEE SPS. She
has served as Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing (2009-2011) and IEEE
Signal Processing Society Vice President-Conferences (2006-2008). She was General Chair of 2020 and
2021 IEEE SPS PROGRESS Workshops, General Co-Chair of the 2018 IEEE International Workshop on
Signal Processing Advances in Wireless Communications (SPAWC), Kalamata Greece, and Genera Chair
of the 2005 International Conference on Acoustics Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP-05),
Philadelphia PA. She was Distinguished Lecturer for the Signal Processing Society for 2017-2018, and is
currently Distinguished Lecturer for the IEEE Aerospace & Electronics Systems Society. She is recipient
of the 2005 IEEE Signal Processing Magazine Best Paper Award, the 2012 IEEE Signal Processing
Society Meritorious Service Award, is co-author (with B. Li) of the 2020 IEEE Signal Processing Society
Young Author Best Paper Award and co-recipient (with B. Li) of the 2021 Barry Carlton Best Paper
Award by IEEE Aerospace and Electronic Systems Society.

Talk Title
Cooperative Spectrum Sharing between Radar and Communication Systems

Abstract

Spectrum congestion in commercial wireless communications is a growing problem as high-data-rate
applications become prevalent. On the other hand, frequency bands earmarked for exclusive use by radar
are underutilized. Spectrum sharing is a new line of work that aims to enable radar and communication
systems to share the same frequency bands efficiently by managing interference. The talk will cover
recent results on cooperative spectrum sharing for the coexistence of multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) radar and wireless communication systems. The two systems are jointly designed to maximize
some quality metric for the radar subject to the communication system meeting certain operational
constraints. In the second part of the talk, we present results on another form of spectrum sharing, namely,
on dual functional radar communication systems (DFRC). In DFRC systems communication information
is conveyed by the radar probing signals, thus there is no interference between radar and communication
functionalities. DFRC systems are of great interest in autonomous driving scenarios, where the same
waveform can be used for sensing and for vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
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